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Scott Hall 
Our weekly meeting place for activities for PC and Apple users.

HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
You can join us at one of our weekly “Monday help sessions” and collect an application form. Payment 
can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Annual fee is $40 single or $60 couple. 
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank:  BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number is.
200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to the following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576. 

Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  

Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to shcugcontact@gmail.com   

Our Weekly ‘Members Helping Members’ sessions are held in Scott Hall , all members welcome.                                                                                   
The sessions start at 10 am and continue until 5 pm. We can help members with PC and Apple software 
problems. Assist with how to Navigating Android and iPhones and Tablets and iPads.  

Upcoming event: 

In this issue. 
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2   Joining and payment options, activities and contents.	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
3   From your committee.  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By your committee  
4  Web Browsers and Search Engines.  	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
5   Brave Privacy Browser.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Sent in by Ron Cunnew 
6   Internet Explorer Officially Dead.                                                                         Sent in by Ron Cunnew 
7   For Sale, Dell Inspiron all-in-one PC.   	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
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From your committee 

Not much to report this month as your committee did not call a meeting. Our club is getting 
smaller and therefore less work to do. Our finances remain healthy with less bills to pay. 
During March and April a number of  people joined SHCUG, increasing our members list 
to fifty.  

The “Members Helping Members” sessions have been well attended so far this year and 
some very interesting problems were solved. It is always very satisfying seeing people leave 
with a smile on their face knowing they were happy with the services SHCUG provided.  

In this issue you will find some information on Web Browsers and Search Engines, how each 
works and how they differ from one another. For PC users an update on Microsoft Edge. 

Your committee. 
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Web Browsers and Search Engines. 
We all are familiar with applications such as Google Chrome, Safari, Microsoft Edge and Google search, Yahoo 
and Duck Duck Go. Applications most of  us use quite often, but do we know how they differ.  

To keep it simple, Google Chrome, Safari and Microsoft Edge are Web Browsers, whilst Google search, Yahoo 
and Duck Duck Go are Search Engines. Without a Web Browser we wouldn’t be able to use a Search Engine.  

What is a Web Browser. 
A web browser is considered a software application that allows us, via our computers, to access, retrieve and 
view information on the internet. The information that we “browsed” or “looked at” can be in the form of  text 
content on a web page, an image, video or audio. The most popular web browsers currently in use are Safari, 
Firefox, Opera, Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge. 

How does a Web Browser work? 
The process starts when we type in a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) like http, https, ftp, file etc. (example: 
https//www.shcug.org.au). The browser then displays the resource by passing the HTML (main markup 
language for web pages) to the browser’s layout engine to be translated from markup to an interactive 
document that we can view on our screen. 

A bit of  trivia. 
There have been many different web browsers that have come and gone over the years. The first, named the 
WorldWideWeb (later changed to Nexus), was invented by the British scientist Tim Berners-Lee in 1989. 
However, the first graphical browser and widely used browser that did help bring popularity to the Internet was 
NCSA Mosaic.  

What is a Search Engine ?  
The main purpose of  a search engine is to search for information on the Internet.  They are software programs 
that search for websites based on “keywords” that we the user type in. The search engine then goes through 
their databases of  information in order to locate the information we are looking for. There are several Search 
Engines we can use, the most popular are Google, Microsoft Bing and Yahoo. 

  
A bit of  trivia. 
Google of  course is by far the best known and most used. The Google story has its 	
beginning at Stanford university when Larry Page was considering Stanford for grad 
school in 1995. Sergey Brin, a student there, was assigned to show him around. By 
some accounts, they disagreed about nearly everything during that first meeting, but 
by the following year they struck a partnership. Working from their dorm rooms, they 
built a search engine that used links to determine the importance of  individual pages 
on the World Wide Web. They called this search engine Backrub. Soon after, Backrub 
was renamed Google. The name was a play on the mathematical expression for the 
number 1 followed by 100 zeros and aptly reflected Larry and Sergey's mission 'to 
organise the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful’. 

Picture shows the lego frame on the front of  Googles first server.  

So, what is the difference between the two? 
Basically we use a Browser to access information on the Internet while we use a Search Engine to point us in 
the right direction of  a website that relates to the words we typed in. We actually have to use a Browser to get to 
a search engine, for example; by typing in www.google.com it will then take us to the Google web page. A very 
clever person explained it this way – If  you are sitting in your car, the browser would be your windshield and 
the steering wheel would be the search engine. So, there you have it.  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 

http://www.google.com
http://www.google.com


Google, Facebook etc make money by showing you ads when you visit a website. It’s a good deal for them but 
not so good for you. That’s why many people use an ad blocker.  

The Brave Browser cleverly inverts this approach. It has an inbuilt ad-blocker so you don’t see ads but if  you 
optionally chose to see some ads, you’ll get paid (in cryptocurrency) for watching them.  

Brave, just like Chrome, Edge, Opera, and Vivaldi, is based on Google's open-source Chromium browser code, 
so it's compatible, fast, and familiar. It sports some unique features, too: Ad blocking and web tracking 
protection are built in and its private browsing mode can hide your browsing using Tor. But its killer feature is 
called BAT (Basic Attention Token) which is a digital cryptocurrency mechanism for rewarding users of  the 
browser who view or attend to website ads.  

So how do you earn cryptocurrency using Brave?  

The premise is simple: If  you endure viewing Brave Ads (which are push notifications, rather than on-page 
display ads), you can earn a fractional smidge of  a BAT. Conversely, if  you want to get past a site's paywall and 
view it ad-free, you contribute a bit of  BAT to the site.  

But before you start thinking your financial future is assured, be aware that the amount you are paid is tiny - 
just a few cents an hour. So while it's not yet time to quit your day job, it could over an extended period help 
stuff  your digital piggybank. In any case, the intention of  the cryptocurrency is to fairly fund information sites, 
rather than to earn you a living.  

You can earn and contribute with BAT without signing up for anything. But if  you want to cash in your BAT 
or contribute to your account with funds from other sources, you need to verify your wallet through Uphold, a 
highly rated digital currency broker. Uphold even offers a debit MasterCard that you can back with crypto. 
Setting up a cryptocurrency account is a bit tedious but a few SHCUG members might be interested. Setting 
aside the BAT system, the Brave browser is a first class privacy oriented browser from a highly reputable source 
and a real alternative to the Epic privacy browser. Both are based on Chrome and will feel very familiar to 
users of  Google’s Chrome browser. They both offer almost all the benefits of  Google Chrome but much higher 
levels of  privacy.  

Epic has the advantage of  a free built-in VPN while Brave is a much more professional looking product that 
makes Epic look rough around the edges. Installing Brave is extremely simple via an inbuilt wizard that walks 
you through the various steps including the importation of  your bookmarks from Chrome (and other browsers) 
plus the automatic installation of  your Google Chrome extensions.  

Brave is free and is available for Windows, Mac OS, iOS, iPadOS and Android. You can download Brave 
from: https://brave.com/download/  

Give it a try, Brave is a really impressive privacy browser that can seamlessly replace Google’s privacy-snooping 
Chrome browser. As for BAT and being paid to browse, I think it’s a great idea but it will face a lot of  
resistance from Google and the other tech giants. Time will tell.  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Sent in by Ron Cunnew 

Make Money While You are Browsing with the Brave Privacy Browser.  
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Internet Explorer Officially Dead and the Old Microsoft Edge Browser is on its Last Breath.  

The legacy version of  Microsoft Edge will soon be a thing of  the past and removed from Windows 10 
when the OS is updated later this year. Windows 10 comes with three Browsers pre-installed, Internet 
Explorer (the browser that refuses to die) Legacy Edge and the current, Chromium-based version of  the 
Edge browser.  

According to Laptop Magazine, the new language pack that will be part of  the soon-to-be- updated 
Windows 10 does not support the legacy version of  Edge, which more than likely signals that legacy 

Edge will be removed entirely as Microsoft approaches the 3rd quarter debut of  the 2021 update.  

Microsoft has already alerted users that they should switch to the newly updated version of  the 
Chromium-based browser with promised improvements in performance and security. Microsoft also 
alerted users that they would no longer support the legacy version starting in March of  2021.  

The larger looming death nail that is approaching is the end of  Microsoft support for the ancient 
Internet Explorer, which is entirely obsolete. All users clinging to the last vestiges of  Explorer are being 
pushed to Edge, especially when trying to use services like Microsoft 365.  

Any SHCUG members who still use Internet Explorer should abandon it immediately and either move 
to the latest Chrome based Edge browser or use the Google Chrome browser.  

Similarly, anyone using the old Microsoft Edge browser should move to the new Chrome based version 
of  Edge.  

Each browser can be identified by its icon: 

 

 

 

       Sent in by Ron Cunnew

Internet Explorer 

The old Microsoft Edge 

The new Chrome-based Microsoft Edge 

Google Chrome
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FOR SALE, 
1 x Dell INSPIRON ONE 2320 AIO.  

Windows 10 installed with Avira and Firefox preinstalled. 
27” Touch Screen, 250GB SSD 8GB RAM, Built in WiFi, Webcam and CD/DVD/BluRay 
drive. 
All buttons and USB ports working. With SD Card reader. Can be used with second VGA 
screen.

CD drive

Available ports

If  interested, contact Joseph Pearcey. 
See page 8 for contact informations.  
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Wanted 

Have you got an article that you wish to publish in Keyword. 
Or you might have a suggestion for an article. 

Have you got something to sell, want to swap or give away, advertise it in Keyword. 
Please send it to 

shcugcontact@gmail.com

     The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by
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